Birthday Cards
Queen of Diamonds:
Benefactor
Characteristics: In the case of the Queen of
Diamonds, values are a wellspring of
indecisiveness. What happens as a result of
this, for example, is having problems deciding
what is wanted the most. The Queen of
Diamonds has a taste limited to the very best.
Shopping for them means buying only high
quality at a high price. Behaving like this and
having such values only exacerbates their
financial worries. Even though they are fearful,
they are extremely giving. The mixture of the
Nine in Jupiter and Nine of Diamonds as
second Karma Card, brings about a natural
aptitude toward release and a natural instinct
to share their wealth. They are like the
grandparent who goes shopping for some new
clothes for you and expensive birthday
presents. Their asset of creativity can be
blocked if they are too worried about money
and, unfortunately, this is not unusual. They
are capable, if they choose a spiritual path, of
having a special mission and reaching the heights of self-understanding and spiritual
awareness. Spiritually, they are tied to a lot of the ancient sciences. There is a natural
interest in the ancient secret mysteries of knowledge. This initiates studying infinite
truths, and, in turn, helps remove a number of ordinary problems. The heights they
can reach are unlimited if they dedicate themselves to higher goals. The Queens of
Diamonds boasts some of the world’s richest people. The best that life has to offer
appeals to them. Charm is exuded by the Queen of Diamonds. Challenge is what they
seek and at times relationships too. A business mind is inborn in the Queen of
Diamonds and they have an excellent ability for promotion of products or services.
They make good leaders and are superb in many fields. Nurturing, of course, is part of
a Queens’s character. They help others in their work as well as their lives. They have
an ability to plan and analyze very well and are naturally critical. Seeing through the
deceit of others is something they are blessed with. It is a natural ability. Such a mind,
by the same token, can be negatively oriented when things do not come out as
planned. They can be quite critical of others and very negative. Pessimism is also
sometimes a part of their makeup even though they usually do not know it. For a
balance in character, a positive attitude is something they must work on.
Relationships: Relative to the aspect of love, as pointed out, the Queen of Diamonds
has major difficult challenges. Starting new relationship is very easy because they are

very charismatic and charming. Keeping a relationship going seem to be the difficult
part for them. They need to learn that they will have to live with the consequences of
their actions because they usually get what they want. They can be fearful of being
abandoned, be stubborn and proud, as well as like variety. A troubling combination
can result with the power to get what they desire when they want it. Even when they
seem happily settled down, it usually does not last long and several marriages are
very possible for them.
Personality Connections: Difficulties arise with most Heart men as well. An
awareness of these personality issues is important. Queen of Diamonds men have
fantasies about Spade women. Female Queen of Diamonds are usually passionate for
Club males.
Confrontations: Perhaps because of the Three residing in Venus, many Queens of
Diamonds have three or more marriages. Clearly, there are some who have only been
married once, or who never get married at all, but this is an interesting scenario that
happens very often with this Birth Card. If we look at the Queen of Diamond’s Life
Path, we see that there is a trinity of very important Threes in it. The first is their Three
of Diamonds Karma Card that symbolizes the fundamental uncertainty they maintain
about what is the most important part of their lives. Following that is the Venus Card,
which is the Three. Finally, the third is their Mars Card, which is the Three. Due to the
fact that the cards found here, more than any others, reflect something about our
fundamental being in the world, Venus and Mars are frequently called personal
planets. The numbers of cards often have a more profound importance than we think
at first. For instance, a lot of Eight individuals have eight children, or, perhaps, they
have eight special persons in their life; people that make up their inner circle of loved
ones.

